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What is FlipGrid?
FlipGrid is a program that allows you to

respond to assignments by creating short videos. You can also respond to other
students’ assignments as well. Teacher might provide you a class code to

get in or share a direct link. If shared a link, you will be immediately
transferred to the assignment page with all the information for the

task. Students will ultimately create a short recording with
their web camera and utilize the features to make it unique, fun, and creative!



Step 1
Go to Flipgrid | Empower Every Voice.

If given a specific code, enter it in. If a personalized link is shared, use that to
directly arrive to the assignment page. You may have to log in or create an

account!



After you arrive to your assignment page,
carefully read the designated task and begin by responding to

the homework . Keep in mind that there is a time limit! Focus on
the main points fo the topic:)

Read the assigment given

Step 2

Click on the Record a
Response button when

you're ready to film.



This page not only allows you to record yourself,
but also gives you options to manupulate your

presentation with different effects, stickers, and
edits to make your work more unique.

Show topic, in case
you've forgotten Don't

worry, it won't be
visible on your actual

presentation!! 

Add sticky note, for
when you need certain
reminders during your
presentation. It's like a
side note!Again, it will

not appear in the video

Step 3



Using Upload clip, you can

upload a previously recorded

video from your phone or

from another device and

upload it onto your

presentation to enhance the

quality.

Mirror video changes the

recording screen to how you

would view yourself on the mirror.

If you raise your right hand, it

would exactly show like it. It could

help with the organization of your

actions and the clarity.

Record screen allows you to

directly record any screen

you are on your device. Say,

you wanted to capture a

website from another page,

you can do so utilizing this

system.

Step 4
Look at these options below
the screen. When all ready,
click on the record button. 



Continued...

Filters can change the

overall hue of the screen.

Play around with it and

make sure it fits the tone

your topic is based on!

Frames can add

emphasis on the screen.

Be careful, for this can

sometimes distract the

audience from the

actual presentation.

Make sure it positively

improves your work.

Emojis can add a creative

affect. You can create

characters or dynamic

atmosphere with them.

Play around with the

variety!

Text can be written in

variety of fonts, styles,

sizes etc. You take

advantage with the vertile

use with texts!

With Draw, you can

include personlized

effects to your wish. You

can even draw in the

middle of your

presentation instead of

just Text! 

Board can be used for a

separate section of another  

visual presentation. There

can be a split screen

between you and the board

and can simultanously draw

on it!

You can add a Photo in

your recording from your

files or media to add

emphasis on your point.

Can be useful to give an

example.



After recording your video, you can press next

and edit. You can now add clips by having the

separate recordings naturally continue. You can

delete sections of the recording etc. This is the

finishing touches of your final presentation!

Step 5



Now, you can create your thumbnail

for your assignment, add nametags,

select frame, and take selfie. This is

what the others will see your work

by!

Include your name and the title. Link

is optional unless your teacher

specifically requested it.

Step 6


